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We must seize this opportunity to ensure this historic federal investment uplifts workers
and their communities.
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Hi Willis,

In the 1980s, the Reagan Administration created a set of guidelines, called the Uniform
Guidance, which dictate how local and state governments can use federal grant funding. Under
this guidance, cities and states are deterred from putting policies in place that create family-
sustaining jobs for working people like targeted hiring, setting incentives or requirements for
good wages and benefits, or workforce development programs. 

These guidelines are major roadblocks in local and state governments’ ability to implement
policies that support their communities. But in California and nationally, the tides are
turning. 

In February, the California Legislature took a stand–led by Sen. Maria Elena Durazo–in urging
the federal government to update these restrictive guidelines by passing Senate Joint Resolution
5. By passing this resolution, California’s state leaders are calling for much-needed flexibility in
how the state can spend federal funds to best support local residents.
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This resolution comes at a critical time in a long-standing national campaign to modernize the
Uniform Guidance. After years of advocacy from members of the Local Opportunities Coalition,
including Jobs to Move America, and state leaders like the California Legislature, the federal
office that oversees the Uniform Guidance has proposed major improvements to the guidelines.
It will be unveiling the updated guidance at an event this Thursday, and we anticipate
many of the changes we have advocated for will be included.

     These changes encourage cities and states to take job quality, racial equity, and community
benefits into account when using federal funds. The updates include provisions that allow
recipients to incentivize the creation of quality jobs in their contracts, promote greater racial and
gender equity in spending, and remove the ban on geographic preferences (which had
prevented states and cities from requiring local hire and sourcing). 

But the work doesn’t stop here. Once the proposed changes are finalized, it’s up to
California’s leaders to embed these tools across the state’s work for all federal and state-
funded projects.

Last week, we asked state leaders to do just that. Along with a coalition of community,
environmental and labor groups, we took over the public comment portion of the California
Workforce Development Board’s meeting to demand the state attach strong labor standards to
the billions the state stands to receive from the Inflation Reduction Act (IRA), Infrastructure
Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA), and CHIPS and Science Act. 

This is a pivotal time for action: without strong conditions on federal funding, this huge raft of
money will go to creating low-quality jobs for workers. We’re basically letting money slip through
our fingers. 

We must seize this opportunity to ensure this historic federal investment uplifts workers
and their communities.

In solidarity,

Emily Gartenberg
California Senior
Policy Coordinator

What We're Reading and Watching

New rules at the Department of Labor could require the government to disclose how many
women and people of color they employ on federally-funded construction projects. “We
cannot count on any private company, which is focused on the bottom line to, on its
own, implement these national priorities, like hiring more women,” JMA Co-
Executive Director Madeline Janis said about the proposed rules. According to The Fuller
Project, women comprise only 31% of the clean energy workforce. Read more here.
JMA has filed a lawsuit against New York’s Metropolitan Transportation Authority
for failing to release records about railcar vendor Kawasaki’s pay and benefits.
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Kawasaki agreed to a U.S. Employment Plan in 2018 when MTA awarded it a contract to
build new subway cars for New York. Read more about the lawsuit in Bloomberg.
Dion Knight, worker at New Flyer’s Jamestown, New York facility, and State Rep. Jeffrey
Dinowitz wrote an op-ed about how Green Transit, Green Jobs bill will help the state take
a massive step toward a clean transit system while creating family-sustaining jobs
for families. Read it in Times-Union.
AFL-CIO leaders in Central New York and Syracuse argued that a community benefits
agreements agreement at semiconductor company Micron’s planned facility in Clay
can ensure that the billions in public funding it stands to receive will result in good
union jobs. Read more on Syracuse.com.

Join us in the fight for good jobs and healthy communities.
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